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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The WHO/SPEC Meeting on Technical Cooperation among South Pacific 
Countries/Areas in Pharmaceutical Supplies.l/ held in Suva. Fiji from 
4 to 8 December 1978 recommended that a Task Force be commissioned to have 
consultations with interested national administrations to plan a programme 
for the establishment of the proposed South Pacific joint pharmaceutical 
service and that a Conference of Ministers of Health of the developing 
countries of the South P3cific be convened to consider implementation of 
the programme. The 7ask Force has prepared a report!/ on the technical 
and financial aspects of the establishment of the programme for 
consideration at the Health Ministers' meeting. 

1.2 As technical preparation for the Conference of Ministers of Health of 
the South Pacific countries/areas on technical cooperation in 
pharmaceutical supplies. a meeting of a working group on technical 
cooperation in pharmaceutical supplies in the South Pacific was held in 
Auckland. New Zealand. from 28 to 30 August 1979. The objectives of the 
meeting were: 

(1) to consider the report of the WHO/SPEC Meeting on Technical 
Cooperation among South Pacific Countries/Areas in Pharmaceutical 
Supplies. held from 4 to 8 December 1978 in Suva. Fiji. 

(2) to consider the report of the Task Force on the establishment of 
the South Pacific pharmaceutical service. particularly in repect 
of: 

(a) the feasibility of the South Pacific pharmaceutical service 
(SPPS) ; 

(b) the role. operation and location of the joint purchasing 
services (JPS); 

(c) the need for a central warehouse and its operation and 
location; 

(d) the role. operation and location of the quality assurance 
programme; 

(e) the setting up of the drug information service; 

l/Final report of the WHO/SPEC Meeting on Technical Cooperation 
among South Pacific Countries/Areas in Pharmaceutical Supplies. Suva. 
Fiji. 4-8 December 1978 (document ICP/DPM/002). Manila. WHO Regional Office 
for the Western Pacific. 1978. 

!/Report of the WHO/SPEC Task Force on the Establishment of the 
South Pacific Pharmaceutical Service (document ICP/DPM/002). Manila. WHO 
Regional Office for the Western Pacific. 1979. 
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(f) the management structure of the SPPS and staff requirements 
for the various components of the service; 

(g) the financing of the SPPS and conditions for participation; 

(h) the time-frame for the implementation of the various 
components o~ the SPPS. 

1.3 The meeting was attended by 19 senior officials of the ministries of 
health, finance, economic planning and the planning agency or similar 
ministry or body in the governments of 10 countries/areas in the South 
Pacific in their capacity as temporary advisers. Present at the meeting 
also were members of the Task Force on the Establishment of the South 
Pacific Pharmaceutical Service, an observer from the New Zealand Government 
and representatives of the World Health Organization (WHO), the South 
Pacific Bureau for Economic Cooperation (SPEC) and the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP). 

1.4 Dr Herbert Hiddlestone, Director-General of Health, New Zealand, in 
his opening ~ddress traced the background of the evolution of the various 
aspects of drug policy and management of WHO leading to the selection of 
essential drugs to meet the real health needs of the whole population, the 
certification scheme on the quality of pharmaceutical products moving in 
international commerce, and the collective purchasing and quality assurance 
in pharmaceu:ical procuremenc for the island States with relatively small. 
consumption. He emphasized that New Zealand strongly supported the 
establishme~t of the South Pacific Pharmaceutical Service, and would be 
pleased to 0ffer technical assistance and give very serious consideration 
to financial assistance when the details of the programme were finalized. 

1.5 Dr Hiroshi Nakajima, Regional Director of the Western Pacific Region 
of WHO, in a welcoming address delivered by the WHO Programme Coordinator, 
Suva, pointed out that the need for collaborative action in the procurement 
of pharmaceuticals and related activities had been felt by many developing 
countries and that these had been the subject of two World Health Assembly 
resolutions in 1978 and in 1979 (WHA 31/32 and WHA 32/41). These 
resolutions, inter alia, urged Member States, particularly developing 
countries, to establish adequate drug procurement, storage and distribution 
systems in order to make available ~rugs of a,dequate quality. at reasonable 
prices, to the population; to participate in the Action Programme on 
Essential Drugs concentrating on ways and means of rational procurement, on 
more suitable training and on fuller and more objective information of all 
health workers involved in the utilization of drugs. He then outlined the 
activities of WHO in the field of drug policies and management in the South 
Pacific resulting in the agreement on a common list of essential drugs for 
the South Pacific.l/ in the commission of a task force to hold 
consultations with countries/areas in the subregion, and in the present 
meeting. 

l/South Pacific List of Essential Drugs, First Edition Manila. WHO 
Regional Office for the Western Pacific, 1979. 
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1.6 SPEC, in a statement delivered by its Trade and Marketing Officer, 
Mr John Franklin, recommended that disaster relief, particularly in respect 
of medical supplies, be also taken into consideration. The statement added 
that it is pertinent that we s~ould remind ourselves that an emergency on 
Penrhyn,Vaitupo or Nukunono must be dealt with as quickly and efficiently 
as any similar event in Tongatapu, Nauru or Viti Levu. Any central 
warehouse must not only be a store but a nerve centre to deal with isolated 
communities effectively a~ short notice. Facilities for skilled staff to 
control and test supplLes must be supplemented by competent despatch 
personnel able to operate under differing circumstances. In simple words a 
regional medical supply fire station. 

1.7 Mr Eduoard Wattez, UNDP Deputy Regional Representative for the South 
Pacific, in his address, pointed out that UNDP attached great importance to 
this regional project proposal focused on the South Pacific because of its 
potentially important impact on the economies of the Pacific Island 
countries which UNDP was as.isting and because of the high priority given 
to this proposal by Pacific Island governments' representatives tbeaaelves 
at the UNDP/ESCAP/SPC/SPEC intercountry programming meeting held in Suva in 
February, 1979. He added that the immediate materialization of this 
interest by UNDP lay with the fact that it responded readily to a request 
to finance this very meeting. In conclusion, he said that a little less 
than 1 million US dollars had been earmarked to assist this project and 
that he was confident that if, in the course of the forthcoming di.cussions 
and after the November Ministers' meeting in Manila, some additional 
funding would appear to be necessary, UNDP would consider this with a very 
sympathetic approach. 

Dr George Koteka, Secretary of Health, Cook Islands, was elected 
Chairman and Mr Leonard Maenu'u, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Health 
and Medical Services, Solomon Islands, was elected Vice-Chairman. 
Mr Franz Reksid, Chief, Health Care Administrator, Trust Territory of the 
Pacific Islands served as Rapporteur. 

2. CONSIDERATION OF THE REPORT OF THE WHO/SPEC MEETING ON 
TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG SOUTH PACIFIC COUNTRIES/ 

AREAS IN PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLIES, HELD IN SUVA, 
FIJI, 4-J DECEMBER 1978 

(Item 4 on the Agenda) 

The Working Group considered the Report of the WHO/SPEC Meeting on 
Technical Cooperation among South Pacific Countries/Areas in 
Pharmaceutical, held in Suva, Fiji from 4 to 8 December 1978. The Group 
noted with appreciation the efforts of WHO and SPEC in the field of 
implementation of the recommendations of the meeting, particularly the 
publication and dissemination of the South Pacific List of Essential Drugs, 
the convening of the Task Force on the establishment of the South Pacific 
pharmaceutical service (SPPS) and the publication of its report, the 
arrangements for the meeting of Ministers of Health of the South Pacific, 
and the continued efforts to mobilize bilateral and multi-lateral sources 
of financial support. 
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3. SUMMARY OF BRIEFING BY LEADER OF TASK FORCE 
ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC 
PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE (Item 5 on the Agenda) 

3.1 Mr Arthur Shields, the leader of the Task Force, b,riefed the Working 
Group on salient points relating to the establishment of the South Pacific 
pharmaceutical service (3P~S). 

3.2 The points highlighted included the implications of the participation 
or otherwise of Papua New Guinea, the benefits of the possible inclusion of 
"other medical supplies" in the purchasing programmes, the need for 
participating countries to review national drug policies and management in 
order to achieve maximum benefits from the SPPS in terms of procurement, 
distribution, control, advertising, etc., and the possibility of including 
some of the private sector pharmaceutical requirements in the purchasing 
programme. 

3.3 He said that the views of the Task Force concurred with those 
expressed at the WHO/SPEC Meeting on Technical Cooperation among South 
Pacific Countries/Areas in Pharmaceutical Supplies on the need for the four 
components of the SPPS and its management structure. 

4. CONSIDERATION OF THE REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE 
ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC 
PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE (Item 6 on the Agenda) 

4.1. Preamble 

4.1.1 The Working Group considered that technical cooperation iI. 
relation to pharmaceutical supplies in the subregion was feasible and could 
be achieved with advantage to all countries in the subregion. 

4.1.2 The Group considered, however, that cooperation was possible and 
desirable, in respect of not only p:,armaceutical supplies but a wide range 
of medical and hospital supplies, 3nd it believed that the concept 
developed by the Task Force Force could readily be expanded to include 
other medical and hospital supplies without significantly increasing the 
cost to participating countries. 

4.1.3 The Group recommended the early establishment of a South Pacific 
joint pharmaceutical supplies service, having, in general, the objectives, 
functions and organization proposed by the Task Force. Pending agreement 
on a suitable title for the expanded organization, the Group would, in this 
report, refer to the subregional body as the South Pacific pharmaceutical 
service (SPPS). 
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The Working Group, having considered the report of the Task Force, 
came to the following conclusions: 

4.2.1 Role 

The role of the joint purchasing service (JPS) should include the 
following functions: 

(a) through joint purchasing and/or tendering, arrange for the drug 
requirements of the participating countries to be purchased and 
supplied at the lowest cost (for this purpose, also maintain 
up-to-date information on drug manufacturers and supplies, drug 
prices, quality and availability); arrange payments for drugs 
purchased on behalf of participating countries; 

(b) assure a regular supply of the required drugs; 

(c) endeavour to reduce the current stockholding levels to decrease 
wastage from over-ordering and deterioration on prolonged storage; 

(d) in liaison with a subregional quality assurance programme, ensure 
that the drugs purchased are of required quality and stability. 

(e) in conjunction with the central warehouse, maintain an adequate 
stock of drugs to meet demand; 

(f) establish when technically and economically feasible a base for 
drug packaging and later drug formulation, to meet the special 
needs of the subregion and/or to further reduce drug costs; 

(g) training of national pharmaceutical staff in inventory control, 
forecasting and other matters relevant to the effective operation 
of the joint purchasing serV1ce. 

4.2.2 Organization and location 

(a) The Working Group suppor~ed the principle of establishing an SPPS. 

(b) The Working Group noted with appreciation the offer of New 
Hebrides, Tonga and Samoa to host the SPPS. 

(c) Based on current offers the Working Group recommended that Samoa 
be the site for the SPPS. 

(d) The Working Group noted with appreciation the advice of the 
temporary advisers from Papua New Guinea of an existing and 
efficient PNG system which the SPPS could avail itself of to 
assist in the initial stages of its operation. 
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4.3.1 Need for warehouse(s) and r9le 

The Working Group agreed that there was a need for a subregional 
warehouse and possibly one or more subwarehouses at strategic locations in 
the subregion. It was agreed that subregional warehousing arrangements 
would cover the followinS (unctions: 

(a) receiving those supplies for the subregion from overseas which 
were not sent direct from the suppliers to the participating 
countries; 

(b) maintaining an adequate stock of drugs to meet demand; 

(c) distributing drugs required by the various countries from the 
stocKS maintained; 

Cd) arranging for receipt of drugs held and/or required by one of the 
participating countries and subsequent despatch to other 
co~~tries requiring those drugs, aimed at minimizing wastage from 
over-ordering or decreased demand of individual drugs over the 
subregion; 

(e) training national ph:,rmaceutical staff in the proper practices of 
dr~~ handling, st~rage, stock rotation, etc. 

4.3.2 Orgar:ization and location 

On the basis of the offers of potential participating countries, the 
Working Group considered that the most appropriate place for the 
subregional warehouse would be in Samoa. In addition, subwarehouses could 
be considered for such places as Port Vila and the Trust Territory of the 
Paci!ic Islands (Micronesia) areas. The Group proposed that wareh,,:lsing 
arrangements be developed along the lines indicated by the Task Force (see 
section 4 of the Task Force report). 

4.4 Quality assurance programme 
(Item 6(c) on the Agenda) 

4.4.1 Role 

The Working Group agreed that there was a need for a quality assurance 
programme to carry out the necessary functions aimed at assuring the 
quality of pharmaceuticals purchased by the South Pacific pharmaceutical 
service and to carry out quality assurance testing of pharmaceutical stocks 
held by participating countries. These functions would include the 
following: 

(a) utilization of the "Certification scheme on the quality of 
pharmaceutical products moving in international cOlllllerce" , 8S 

recommended by the World Health Assembly in its resolution 
WHA28.65; 
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(b) evaluation of data supplied by manufacturers relating to the 
quality and efficacy of their products; 

(c) laboratory analysis by chemical and physico-chemical techniques 
and microbiological testing of pharmaceutical products (including 
antibiotics) to established pharmaceutical specifications; 

(d) examination of the adequacy of packaging and confirmation of the 
stability of products periodically returned from storage at the 
end of the distribution channels; 

(e) examination of products found in use to be of doubtful efficacy: 

(f) provision of relevant information to the purchasing officer based 
on past experience: 

(g) training of national pharmaceutical staff in the basic tests for 
drugs which could be carried out in their own countries on the 
drug stocks they hold. 

4.4.2 Organization and location 

It was agreed that the quality assurance programme to be developed 
should include the larger laboratory option as set out in section 5 of the 
Task Force's report. However, initially, the programme could be 
established with the smaller laboratory staff complement. It would be 
necessary for SPPS to carry out a more detailed examination of the most 
appropriate location for the quality control laboratory. In this 
connexion. the Group noted Fiji. New Hebrides, Papua New Guinea and Samoa 
as possible sites and it noted with appreciation the offers made by the 
University of the South Pacific in Samoa and New Hebrides to host this 
fac i lity. 

4.5 Drug information service 
(Item 6(d) on the Agenda) 

4.5.1 Role 

The Working Group agreed that the role of the drug information service. 
should be to establish and operate an effective system which would include 
the following aspects: 

(a) collecting drug information from national and international 
sources; 

(b) summarizing relevant drug information and circulating the 
summaries to participating countries. together with reference to 
the original publications; 

(c) providing a means of rapid consultation with participating 
countries in relation to drug recalls and withdrawals: 

(d) providing drug information at the request of participating 
countries (this may require some literature screening or wider 
enquiries): 
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(e) monitoring adverse reactions, data collection and dissemination; 

(f) reviewing drug legislation and developing model legislation aimed 
at the rationalization and harmonization of all aspects of drug 
legislation in the South Pacific subregion, including 
importation, marketing, manufacturing, wholesaling, retailing, 
drug standards, etc.; 

(g) encouraging be development of appropriate national drug 
management policies. 

4.5.2 Organization and location 

It was agreed that the proposals outlined in section 6 of the Task 
Force's report would be appropriate. 

4.6 The South Pacific pharmaceutical service 
(Item 6(e) on the Agenda) 

4.6.1 The Working Group agreed that the role of the SPPS would be to 
establish and operate: 

(a) the joint purchasing service, which aims to obtain the required 
drugs on the best commercial terms; 

(b) subregional warehol.se(s) to facilitate distribution of drugs; 

(c) a quality assurance programme for the drugs purchased and used by 
the participating countries; and 

(d) a drug information service to receive, collate and disseminate 
information on drug utilization, drug toxicity, drug monitoring 
and withdrawals as an important measure for the protection of 
public health. 

4.6.2 It was agreed that the SPPS should be set up as an international 
agency having a specific arrangement with the host country and that the 
management structure should be as outlined in section 7 of the Task Force's 
report, viz: 

(a) a joint management board (JMB), which would be the policy-making 
body; 

(b) an executive committee, which would be responsible for 
supervising the implementation of the policies laid down by the 
JMB; 

(c) a pharmaceutical services organization, which would be 
responsible for the day-to-day operation of services provided by 
the SPPS. 

4.6.3 It was agreed that the establishment of the SPPS should be 
formulated by a Memorandum of Agreement. 
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4.7 Financing of the SPPS and conditions for participation 
(Item 6(f) on the Agenda) 

The Working Group noted the costs and financing information outlined 
in the Task Force's report. It was agreed that, in relation to initial 
start-up costs, the higher the level of the external aid that could be 
obtained, the lower the level of the internal component that would need to 
be contributed by the participating countries. In this regard the Working 
Group expressed its appreciation of the indication of substantial 
assistance already expressed by UNDP. The Working Group also supported the 
principle expressed in the Task Force's report that recurrent costs should 
be financed from SPPS revenue, i.e. that the SPPS should be self-supporting 
after the initial start-up period. 

4.8 International technical coo eration 
(Item 6(g) on the Agenda 

The Working Group noted and endorsed the report of the Task Force on 
this subject (see section 8 of the report). 

4.9 Priorities for action and time-frame for im lementation 
(Item 6(h) on the Agenda 

4.9.1 It was agreed that the first priority should be to establish the 
joint purchase service. 

4.9.2 The second priority would be to establish the warehousing 
arrangement. Subsequent priorities would relate to the quality assurance 
programme and the drug information service. 

4.9.3 The time-frame for each of the above would depend on the decisions 
made at the Ministers' Conference and the availability of resources. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
(Item 7 on the Agenda) 

5.1 Having considered the report of the Task Force, the Working Group: 

supports the principle of establishing the South Pacific 
pharmaceutical service (SPPS); 

supports the extension of SPPS activities to include "other 
medical supplies" in addition to pharmaceuticals; 

considers that a minimum annual turnover of $2.5 million is 
needed to operate a viable SPPS. 
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5.2 The Working Group recommended that: 

(a) the SPPS be established as an international agency with agreement 
of the participating cQuntries to be formalized by a Memorandum 
of Agreement j 

(b) priorities for SPPS activities should be as -indicated in section 
4.9 -above; 

(c) countries offering to provide facilities for the SPPS should 
ensure that adequate details are available for consideration of 
the offers at the Ministers' Conference in November; 

(d) should it be agreed that the SPPS expand to include "other 
medical supplies", it would be desirable to survey the position, 
quantify the proposal and examine the implications, including 
agreement on a combined list of items and their specifications 
and an appropriate name for the organization. 

I I 

I I 
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OPENING ADDRESS BY DR H.J.H. HIDDLESTONE, 
DlRECTOR-GENERAL OF HEALTH, NEW ZEALAND 

"Essential drugs and essential economy" 

ANNEX 1 

The place is Geneva. The occasion is a meeting of the Executive 
Board. My companion is Professor Dogramaci of Turkey, an outstanding 
linguist. 

We are discussing a difficult problem of international medical 
politics. He queries, "do the chickens know?" Seeing a look of total 
amazement on my face, he smiles and explains. 

A man developed a severe psychosis with a morbid fear. He believed he 
was made of grain and, if he encountered any chickens, they might devour 
him. 

Inpatient psychiatric treatment was urgently required and he responded 
well. Quickly he came to firmly believe he was no longer made of grain and 
his whole mental balance was restored. 

His doctors decided he was fit to leave hospital and he stepped out 
confidently from the hospital gate. He had not gone far before ahead of 
him he saw three chickens. He hesitated, then stopped. A moment or two of 
reflection and he ran as fast as he could back to the hospital. 

When he arrived it was obvious he was very agitated. The doctors 
quickly asked, "surely you still know that you are not made of grain?" 
"Yes" replied the patient, "but do the chickens know?" 

I trust the relevance of this secular par~ble will become obvious to 
you. This is a meeting of great significance which has arisen from a 
background of severe harsh constructive criticism. Having been. a party to 
this evolution, I feel it is important for you all to fully appreciate its 
or1g1ns. The World Health Organization in 1975 became concerned that in 
many developing countries large s~gments of the world's population did not 
have constant access to the most essential drugs. 

Subsequently the World Health Assembly recognized the need of 
developing drug policies linking research, production and distribution with 
the real health needs. The assembly requested the Director-General to 
advise countries on the selection and procurement, at reasonable cost, of 
essential drugs (of established quality) corresponding to their national 
health needs. 

An international expert committee was established to make 
recommendations on the selection of essential drugs. In 1977 a technical 
report entitled 'drug policies and management' was produced. 
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Annex 1 

Urgent international action was requested aimed at strengthening the 
national capabilities of the developing countries in the field of selection 
and proper use of essential drugs to meet their real health needs, and in 
local production and quality control, wherever feasible, of such drugs. 

Further, a continued dialogue with the pharmaceutical industry was 
established to ensure its collaboration in meeting the health needs of 
large underserved segments of the world's population and an appeal made to 
governments and the pharmaceutical industry to participate in WHO's action 
programme on essential drugs. 

Each year some time is set aside at the World Health Assembly for 
technicaL discussions. These are always related to major health problems 
and are rightly regarded by many participants as one of the most valuable 
activities of the assembly. 

In 1978 the subject was "national policies and practices in regard to 
medicinal products, and related international problems". 

The discussion was detailed, divisive and at times frankly 
acrimonious. Outspoken delegates from some of the developing countries 
claimed that major international drug companies were exploiting them. 

Drug com~anies, represented through their international association, 
bitterly disputed this. The whole discussion was unpleasant and the media 
tended to inflame the situation even further. Commentators throughout the 
world loudly questioned the need for any government funding to support 
drugs other than the 200 contained in the "essential drugs". 

Ancient aphorisms about the dangers of drugs were bandied about. 
Modern bogeys of iatrogenic drug-induced disease were headlined. The 
economic incubus of modern drug prescribing was lou~ly declaimed. !he 
whole scene was one of bitter confrontation. 

I am unashamed enthusiast for WHO as the finest technical agency of 
the United Nations system. The subsequent history of this matter gives 
evidence to support my opinion. 

Dialogue, by definition, and to be effective, must be two-sided and in 
this important area it has proved to be so. Discussion has been held with 
the pharmaceutical industry and I wish to especially mention the 
international federation of pharmaceutical manufacturers' associations, a 
non-governmental organization which is in official relations with WHO. 

The subject was extensively discussed at the IFPMA general assembly in 
October 1978. After explanation of the proposed action programme on 
essential drugs, some major drug manufacturers offered to provide essential 
drugs under favourable conditions in economic and specially identified 
packages for use in the public health sector of the less developed 
countries, provided that large quantities were ordered (by collective 
purchasing) and payments were guaranteed. 
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Annex I 

In the latter respect, WHO maintains close contacts with UNICEF and 
other UN organizations (UNCTAD. UNIDO and UNDP). 

In January this year the Executive Board of WHO reviewed the proposed 
programme on drug policie~. The three objectives of this programme are of 
major importance. They are: 

(i) to strengthen the national capabilities of developing countries 
in the selection, procurement, distribution and proper use of 
essential drugs to meet the health needs of the majority of 
their population; 

(ii) to strengthen, wherever feasible, the local production and 
quality control of such drugs; and 

(iii) to make essential drugs, including vaccine., available under 
favourable conditions to governments of the least developed 
countries in order to extend primary health care and disease 
control. 

This last objective reflects the opInIon of the international 
conference on primary health care held at Alma Ata, USSR, in September 1978 
which recognized that primary health care required a continuous supply of 
essential drugs and that the progressive extension of primary health care 
to ensure eventual national coverage entailed a large increase in the 
provision of such drugs. 

To achieve these objectives each country will have to take a series of 
necessary steps: 

(1) selection of its own essential drugs; 

(2) investigate quality assurance and drug procurement; 

(3) develop efficient drug distribution; 

(4) investigate local or regional ptoduction; 

(5) investigate natural resources; 

(6) develop research and training. 

Obviously this whole programme will require government support, 
intercountry activity and full regional involvement. Implementation will 
depend on support in several areas: 

(1) financial resources; 
(2) resources in kind; 
(3) technical personnel; 
(4) training facilities. 
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Annex I 

Among 32 countries who have expressed interest in participating in 
consultations and negotiations for the establishment of the action 
programme is New Zealand. 

As regards quality assurance, the WHO certification scheme will be of 
significance. Again, N'~w Zealand is one of the 38 countries which have 
agreed to participate 1n the scheme. 

Other activities of WHO include production of the third edition of the 
international pharmacopoeia, guidelines for the establishment of low-cost 
formulation units, improvement in the production and quality control of 
vaccines, and investigation of the possible uae of natural resources. 

Western Pacific Region 

What I have so far described relates to the headquarters of WHO. We 
live in the Western Pacific Region and ao it is natural that out intereat 
shou 1 d 1 ie bere. In fact ours was the first region to convene a working 
group on the regional aspects of drug policies and management. The meeting 
was held in March 1978 in Manila. 

The working group laid down the basis for the formulatio~ of the 
regional medium-term programm! on drug polic ies and management in 
pharmaceuticals. The working group proposed, among other things, a 
feasibility study on technical co-operation among developing countries/areas 
1n the South Pacific in bulk pharmaceutical procurement and distribution. 

As preparatory technical input, a preliminary survey of the current 
situation of drug policies and management was carried out in 1978 in five 
South Pacific countries, namely Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon 
Islands and Tonga. 

This was complemented by a survey of drug utilization at the different 
levels of the health service, especially in the rural health centres, in 
Papua New Guinea in 1978. 

In December 1978 WHO/SPEC convened a meeting in Fij i on technical 
co-operation among South Pacific countries/areas in pharmaceutical 
supplies. The meeting was attended by health officials from IS countries 
in the subregion together with representatives and observers from 
international and other agencies. 

The meeting recommended that WHO/SPEC take the following actions: 

"to publish and disseminate the South Pacific list of esaential 
drugs as adopted (at the meeting); 

to plan a programme for the establishment of the South Pacific 
joint pharmaceutical service as described in the report, in 
consultation with interested national administrations; 
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to propose a meeting of Ministers of Health of the South Pacific 
region in 1979 to consider implementation of the programme; 

to e~plore possible technical and financ,ial support that might be 
requ1red for the programme from bilateral and multilateral 
sources" . 

Based on the repo..-t of the WHO/SPEC meeting in Suva December 1978 
an~ on discussions with representatives of the South Pacific countries/~reas 
Wh1Ch were contacted, it appears clear that the major functions and 
facilities to be considered for the proposed South Pacific joint 
pharmaceutical service comprise: 

(a) joint purchasing service (and office); 
(b) subregional warehouse; 
(c) quality assurance programme; 
(d) drug information service. 

Subsequently at the international level a further meeting was held in 
Geneva on 30 April. While only preliminary decisions were made and 
responsibilities accepted, very important decisions were made affecting: 

(1) WHO 
(2) The industry 
(3) The financing of the action programme 

So we have reached the situation of your meeting today. I believe 
this represents very great progress. Your work through full and frank 
discussion will pave the way for the forthcoming conference of Minister of 
Health in Manila, November 1979. I would simply conclude by underlining 
three or four points for your special consideration. 

We must face up to the problems of important island states in our area 
which have a relatively small consumption of drugs and who are situated 
away from the main trading routes. Obviously any arrangement for bulk 
procurement and management must take account of the inherent difficulties 
1n this situation. 

These problems are compounded by present-day inflation but I am sure 
that, between WHO and SPEC, there is a strong reaolve to ensure that these 
difficulties can be overcome. 

Next the quality of drugs must be carefully assessed. I am sure I am 
only repeating the obvious: that cost is not the only factor but that the 
inclusion of the quality assurance factor is absolutely essential for 
success. 

Finally, I would like to emphasize that New Zealand does strongly 
support the establishment of the South Pacific pharmaceutical service. We 
would certainly be pleased to offer technical assistance and give very 
serious consideration to financial assistance when the details of the 
programme are finalized. 

May I wish you a most successful period of work and I have much 
pleasure in declaring the conference open. 
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REMARKS BY DR H. NAKAJIMA, REGIONAL DIRECTOR, 
WESTERN PACIFIC REGION, WHO 

Delivered by Dr C.J. Ross-Smith, WPC Suva 

ANNEX 2 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you all to this Working Group 
Meeting on Technical Cooperation in Pharmaceutical Supplies in the South 
Pacific, which is jointly organized by the World Health Organization, the 
United Nations Development Programme, and the South Pacific Bureau of 
Economic Cooperation. We are grateful to the authorities of the Auckland 
Medical School ror providing the facilities for the meeting and to the 
Goverr.ment of New Zealand for acting as our host. 

The need for collaborative action in the procurement of 
pharmaceuticals and related activities has been felt by many developing 
countries. 

At the World Health Assembly in May 1978, the Health Assembly adopted 
resolution WHA 31.32, which, inter alia, urged Member States, particularly 
developing countries, to establish adequate drug procurement, storage and 
distribution systems in order to make available drugs of adequate quality, 
at reasonable prices, to the population. 

In May 1979, the Assembly adopted resolution WHA 32.41 wherein, inter 
alia, it urged Member States to take action in accordance with resolution 
WHA 31.32 and to participate in the Action Programme on Essential Drugs, 
concentrating on ways and means of rational procurement, on more suitable 
training; and on fuller and more objective information of all health 
workers involved in the utilization of drugs. 

In the South Pacific, the need for concerted action in the purchasing 
of pharmaceutical supplies received attention as early as 1974. Since then 
the idea has been actively pursued, technical input being provided by WHO, 
which conducted a preliminary survey of the situation of drug policies and 
management in a few selected South Pacific countries in July-August, 1978. 
This was complemented by a survey on drug utilization at different levels 
of the health service, especially i, the rural health centre, in 
Papua New Guinea in August-Septemoer 1978. All these activities culminated 
in a meeting of medical, pharmaceutical and administrative officers on 
technical cooperation among South Pacific countries or areas in 
pharmaceutical supplies in Suva, Fiji, in December of last year. 

Participants in that meeting adopted a list of essential drugs, known 
as the South Pacific List of Essential Drugs, as a further step towards the 
development of bulk procurement. They recommended a programme for the 
establishment of a South Pacific joint pharmaceutical service and proposed 
a Task Force to prepare a paper containing the political and technical 
aspects to be presented for consideration at a Conference of Ministers of 
Health. 
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The Task Force has prepared a report containing certain opt ions 
regarding the role, organization and location of the various proposed 
components of the South Pacific pharmaceutical service, namely, a joint 
purchasing office, warehousing arrangement, quality assurance scheme and 
drug information service, as well as the financial implications. 

A Conference of Ministers of Health of the South Pacific 
countries/areas on technical cooperation in pharmaceutical supplies will be 
held in Manila from 12 to 15 November 1979 to consider this report. 
Representatives from all other countries in the Western Pacific Region of 
WHO Outside the South Pacific will also be invited to attend this 
Ministerial Conference and to be informed about this collaborative effort 
in the context of technical cooperation among developing countries. 

It is considered desirable to have some detailed technical discussions 
regarding certain options and recommendations contained in the Task Force 
:ep~rt before. the Mini~terial COl}fer~nce. For this purfose, you have been 
lnvlted to;hlS gatherlng to ass1St ln the matter. I w18h to thank you for 
sparing us some of the valuable time in your busy schedule to .ssist us. 

I have no doubt that you will find the task a challenging one but at 
the same time highly rewarding, for your deliberations will provide a 
significant contribution towerds the forthcoming Ministerial Conference. 
The ultirnat~ implementation of the project will be a splendid example of 
regional self-reliance and technical cooperation in pharmaceutical supplies. 

I wish you every success in your deliberations and look forward with 
great interest to your recommendations. 
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STATEMENT BY THE SOUTH PACIFIC BUREAU OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION 
Delivered by Mr John E.C. Franklin, Trade and Marketing Officer 

This meeting has been called to discuss the technical feasibility for 
the establishment of a ~egional Bulk Pharmaceutical purchasing organization 
combined with ancillary services such as warehousing, quality control 
facilities, drug information services etc .. 

The meeting presents a further opportunity to move on a practical 
basis in a very important field. 

At the opening of the WHO/SPEC meeting on Technical Co-Operation among 
South Pacific Countries in Pharmaceutical Supplies held in Suva in 
December, 1978, the Director of SPEC expressed the wish that the meeting 
would be the beginning of meaningful and important investig&tiona into the 
possibility of pharmaceutical bulk purchasing. 

The December meeting agreed that bulk purchasing was justified for s 
number of very valid reasons. 

Perhaps one of the IDOst !.:tlportant statements in the sUlllllary of the 
proceedings was the paragn:ph which stated and I quote -

"While it was foreseen, that, at its initial stage, the programme 
would concentrate on the collective purchasing of essential drugs, 
consideration would need to be given to the problem of specialized 
purchasing of other supply items required by the services. In 
considering viability of the scheme, attention should be paid to its 
cost/effectiveness taking also into account the almost certain 
expansion of health services in view of the growing demands for 
primary health care, expanded programme of immunization, malaria 
control activities etc." 

In addition to these last specific requirements SPEC considers it 
appropriate to add disaster relief particularly in respect of medical 
supplies. 

We recommend that these aspects be taken into serious consideration 
when the full requirements of the project are considered. 

All member countries find the provision of finance for health care a 
great strain on their resources recognizing as they do the need to have 
adequate medical services and supplies of the best possible pharmaceuticals 
1n stock at all times. 

It has been suggested that a regional pharmaceutical centre will 
relieve the strain of financing and stocking of many drugs, particularly 
those used for the treatment of disease outbreaks with little or no warning. 
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Following the very excellent and wide-ranging report completed by the 
Special Task Force it is now the task of this meeting to shift through the 
evidence in favour of a centralized purchasing and supply system. 

The need for strategically situated facilities, not only for supply 
but for despatch, built to withstand hurricanes, equipped with air 
conditioning and refrigeration calls for very careful decisions on the part 
of this meeting. 

It is pertinent that we should remind ourselves that an emergency on 
Penrhyn, Vaitupo or Nukunono must be dealt with as quickly and efficiently 
as any similar event on Tongatapu, Nauru or Viti Levu. Any central 
warehouse must not only be a store but a nerve centre to deal with isolated 
communities effectively at short notice. Facilities for skilled staff to 
control and test supplies must be supplemented by competent despatch 
personnel able to operate under differing circumstances. In simple words, 
a regional medical supply fire station. 

Gentlemen, the Director of SPEC extends his best wishes for a 
successful meeting and trusts that your deliberations will be constructive 
sod co-operative enabling the meeting of Health Ministers later this year 
to make decisions to implement the project with a minimum of difficulty. 
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STATEMENT BY THE UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
Delivered by Mr E.A. Wattez, UNDP Deputy Regional Representative 

for the South Pacific 

The UNDP attactes a great importance to this regional project proposal 
focused on the Pacific because: 

(a) of its potential important impact on the economies of the Pacific 
Islands countries which UNDP is assisting. 

(b) of the very high priority given to this proposal by Pacific 
Islands governments representatives themselves at the 
UNDP/ESCAP/SPC/SPEC intercountry programming meeting held in Suva 
in February 1979. As you may remember, this meeting was conveyed 
to programme the funds made available by UNDP for regional 
projects specifically focused on the Pacific. They amount to 
roughly US$12 million for 1977-81. 

The immediate materialization of this interest by the UNDP lies with 
the fact that when, with a rather short notice, WHO asked for the 
assistance of UNDP for the financing of this very meeting, UNDP 
headquarters almost iamed:'.ately agreed to it, for an allocation of 
US$37 500, under a preparatory assistance project. 

As most of you may know, at the above-mentioned ICP meeting, a little 
less than one million US$ was earmarked from UNDP regional funds to finance 
a technical assistance component and provisions for training and equipment 
to help in the launching of the large scheme we are going now to review. 
Though I cannot make any financial commitment on behalf of my Headquarters, 
I am confident that if in the course of the forthcoming discussions and 
after the November Ministers Meeting in Manila', some additionAl funding 
would appear to be necessary, UNDP would consider this with a very 
sympathetic approach. 
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WORKING GROUP ON TECHNICAL COOPERATION 
IN PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLIES IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC 

Auckland, 28-30 August 1979 

AGENDA 

1. Opening 

2. Election of Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur 

3. Adoption of agenda 

4. To consider the report of the WHO/SPEC Meeting on Technical 
Cooperation among South Pacific Countries/Areas in Pharmaceutical 
Supplies held in Suva, Fiji, 4-8 December 1978 

5. BriE.fing by leader of Task Force on the Establishment of the South 
Pacific Pharmaceutical Service (SPPS) 

6. To consider the report of the Task Force on the Establishment of the 
South Pacific Pharmaceutical Service, particularly in respect of -

(a) the role, org3nization and location of the Joint Purchasing 
Service (JPS) 

(b) the need for a central warehouse and its role, organization and 
location 

(c) the role, organization and location of the quality assurance 
programme 

(d) the setting up of the Drug Information Service 

(e) the management structure of the South Pacific Pharmaceutical 
Service and staff requirement 

(f) the financing of the South Pacific Pharmaceutical Service and 
conditions for participation 

(g) requirements for international technical cooperation 

(h) priorities for action and time-frame for implementation of the 
various components of the South Pacific Pharmaceutical Service 

(i) any other matter related to the establishment of the South 
Pacific Pharmaceutical Service 

7. Conclusions and recommendations 

8. Closing ceremony 
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WORKING GROUP ON TECHNICAL COOPERATION 
IN PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLIES IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC 

Auckland, 28-30 August 1979 

TIMETABLE 
(The items listed in this timetable 

refer to the items in the agenda for the meeting) 

DATE TUESDAY 
28-8-79 

9~OO s.m. 

WEDNESDAY 
29-8-79 

Items 
8:30 - 9:45 Item 1 - Opening 6(c) 

6(d) 
9:45 - 10:00 

10:00 - 12:00 
12:00 - 1:30 

1: 30 - 3:00 

3:00 - 3: 15 

3:15 - 4:30 

Items 

2, 3, 4, 5 

Item 
6(a} 

Item 
6(b) 

TEA BREAK 

Items 

6(e) 
LUNCH BREAK 

Items 
6TI) 
6(15) 

TEA BREAK 
Items 
6(h) 
6(i) 

ANNEX 6 

THURSDAY 
30-8-79 

Items 
7 
8 
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LIST OF TEMPORARY ADVISERS, MEMBERS OF THE WHO/SPEC 
TASK FORCE ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC 

PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE, OBSERVER AND SECRETARIAT 

1. TEMPORARY ADVISERS 

Dr George M. Koteka 
Secretary of Health 

Mr David C. Cottingham 
Systems Adviser 
Treasury Department 

Dr Teimone B. Flood 
Secretary 

ANNEX 7 

Ministry of Health & Community Affairs 

Mr Lyle Newby 
Secretary 
Department of Health & Education 

Mr Werner Hoffman 
Executive Officer 
Directorate of Health 

Nr Augustine Garas 
Central Planning Office 

Mr George Pakoa 
Ministry·of Health 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA Mr Lionel Rhys Healey 
First Assistant Secretary 
Accounting Division 
Department of Finance 

SAMOA 

Mr Vladimir Jaroslav Holna 
Chief of Pharmaceutical Services 
Department of Health 

Dr Solio T. Faai'uaso 
Acting Director of Health 
Health Department 

Mr Klonoe Vaai 
Finance Officer 
Treasury Department 
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SOLOMON ISLANDS 

TONGA 

TRUST l£RRITORY OF 
THE PACIFIC ISLANDS 

TUVALU 
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Mr Leonard P. Haenu'u 
Permanent Secretary 
Ministry of Health and Medical Services 

Hr Bua Tebaubau 
Principal Supply Officer 
Ministry of Finance 

Mr James C. Cocker 
Chief Planning Officer 
Central Planning Department 

Mr Franz B. Reksid 
Chief. Health Care Administrator 
Bureau of Health Services 

Mr Wilfredo C. Doctor 
Chief. Procurement and Supply 
Bureau of Finance 

Mr Silinga Kofe 
Permanent Secretary 
Ministry of Social Affairs 

Mr David Abott 
Economist. Ministry of Finance 

2. MEMBERS OF THE WHO/SPEC TASK FORCE 
ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 

SOUTH PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE 

AUSTRALIA Mr Arthur Shields 
Assistant Director-General 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Branch 
Department of Health 

PHILIPPINES Dr Wilfredo Clemente 
Director 

SAMOA 

SINGAPORE 

Technology Resource Centre 

Mr Samuelu Kaleopa 
Chief Pharmacist 
Health Department 

Mr Wong Yip Lung 
Consultant 
WHO Regional Office for the Western 
Pacific 
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3. OBSERVER 

NEW ZEALAND Dr A. J. Sinclair 
Principal Medical Officer 
International Health 
Department of Health 
Wellington 

4. SECRETARIAT 

WHO Dr Y. H. Paik 

SPEC 

UNDP 

NEW ZEALAND 

WHO Programme Coordinator, 
Port Moresby 

Dr C. J. Ross-Smith 
WHO Programme Coordinator, Suva 

Dr Wan Fook Kee 
Regional Adviser 
Health Services Department 
WHO Regional Office for the Western 
Pacific 

Mr John E, C, Franklin 
Trade and Marketing Officer 
South Pacific Bureau for Economic 
Cooperation 

Mr Edouard'A. Wattez 
United Nations Development Programme 
Deputy Regional Representative 
for the South Pacific 

Mr Martin Cumming 
Administrator in International Health 
Department of Health 
Wellington 
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TEXT OF BRIEFING BY LEADER OF TASK FORCE ON THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF A SOUTH PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICAL 

SERVICE (Item 5 on the Agenda) 

ANNEX 8 

The Task Force report noted that it has already been established that 
substantial benefits can be expected by most South Pacific countries 
through joint purchasing of their pharmaceuticals. Those benefits carl be 
financial savings (or more pharmaceuticals purchased for the same amount of 
money, in real terms), quality assurance not previously available, drug 
information service and more ready availability and better inventory 
prar.tires if subregional warehouse facilities are included. 

The main points now to be considered among those matters are: 

what kind of organization is needed to administer the programme? 

how will it operate and how will it be financed? 

what size of quality assurance programme can the subregion afford? 

should there be a wa-ehouse facility as part of the total 
programme? 

The Task Frrce, in the absence of further necessary information (such as 
which countries will be participating in the SPPS), has gone about as far 
as it can go in raising the major issues to be considered. 

A few comments should be made about the report itself -

it is quite lengthy. The Task Force is indebted for assistance 
and comments it received from the officers of the countries we 
were able to visit, as well as WHO, SPEC, UNDP & UNICEF officers 
(to name a few) to whom we spoke; 

many of the views expressed in the report are the consensus value 
judgements arrived at by t~e Task Force members collectively, as 
all matters do not lend ~hemselves to clear agreement; 

many more options and costings could have been added, but this 
would have made the report quite confusing, so we limited our 
reporting to the main options and considerations; 

as we did not know which countries would be participating in the 
SPS; our main aim was to assist potentially interested countries 
in evaluating the basic proposal, in their own interests and in 
the collective interest of the subregion, so that they could come 
to their own decisions (economical, financial, political, and so 
on) about the whole project; 
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we realized that the loc_tion of the SPPS facilities could have 
sensitive political implications, so we avoided expressing our 
personal inclinations on the most likely location in any 
discussions we had. Indeed, these issues could best be decided 
when the participating countries were known with some degree of 
certainly and oo:ho!r major factors could reasonably be defined. 

In the discussion on the agenda items which follow, the members of the 
Task Force will be pleased to answer any questions and express views which 
might assist consideration of these matters. However, there are a few 
observations which should be highlighted at this juncture: 

(i) In addition to the political will we have been assured of toward 
the establishment of the SPPS, to ensure an adequate supply of 
essential drugs of suitable quality and at the lowest price, we 
also found wide support .. onast the government officers we 
interviewed. 

(2) There was a wide support for having a subregional warehouse to 
maximize the benefits of a joint purchasing and supply syst.m 
(and indeed there could later be a case for one or more 
subwarehouses). 

(3) There was a wide support for an adequate quality assurance 
programme arising out of a growing awareness of the need for 
quality assurance. This is a very important integral part of the 
functions of the SPPS, to ensure that substandard drugs are not 
supplied when low prices are achieved and to ensure that harmful, 
deteriorated or contaminated drugs are not supplied. An 
effective quality assurance programme is not cheap, but it should 
be started in the first instance, even if only on a modest scale. 

(4) Once the SPPS has started, it should examine the proposition that 
"other medical supplies" be included in its purchasing programmes. 

(5) The participation (or otherwise) of Papua New Guinea will have 
substantial implications for the d&tailed matters to be 
considered by this Working Group. 

(6) It would be most desirable for the South Pacific List of 
Essential Drugs (SPLED) to be reviled before the SPPS commences 
its operations and regularly thereafter. 

(7) The estimates in the Task Foree report for initial coste (and for 
some recurrent costs) have been presented both in total and also 
divided into "external component" and "local component". This 
division is quite arbitrary and can be altered one way or the 
other, depending on the external aid available. 
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(8) The estimate for stock, as shown under the section dealing with 
the joint purchasing service ($2.5 million), would be varied 
depending on who the participating countries are and the way the 
SPPS operates. 

(9) The Task Force oelieve that the SPPS should endeavour to be 
wholly (or largely) self~supporting after the initial 
establishment period of the first year or so. This would 
probably make the project more attractive to international donor 
agencies who would be prepared to assist with the initial 
start-up costs (including buildings, equipment, staff training, 
stock). 

(10) Oil prices have a substantial influence on the costs of basic 
chemical production, particularly as a basic raw material 
source. It can be expected therefore that basic drug prices will 
continue to rise (probably more quickly in the foreseeable 
future) and this is another good reason to establish the SPPS. 

(11) It would be important for participating countries to look at the 
national drug policy and management issues and policies in their 
respective countries to achieve the maximum benefits from the 
SPPS in terms of procurement, distribution, control, 
advc'rtisement, etc. of drugs, There is scope to supply the 
private sector with SPPS (i.e. essential) drugs at relatively low 
prices and'at the same time to discourage the use of undesirable 
or unnecessary alternatives. The countries should review their 
legislation (e.g. in relation to imports and exports, duties and 
t,ariffs, drug evaluation and marketing approvals, drug standards 
including packaging and labeling, advertising, patents, brand 
names, poisons scheduling, and so on). The Drug Information (and 
Legislation) Service of the SPPS could ·provide assistance on such 
matters. 

(12) The Task Force agreed with the views that came from the Suva 
meeting that there should be an organization (SPPS) to establish 
and operate -

(a) the Joint Purchasing Service (JPS), which would aim at 
obtaining the required drugs on the best commercial terms; 

(b) a subregional warehouse(s) to facilitate distribution of 
drugs; 

(c) a quality assurance programme (including a quality control 
laboratory) for the drugs purchased and used by the 
participating countries; and 

(d) a drug information service to ensure the collection and 
dissemination of information on drugs and to facilitate the 
review and harmonization of drug legislation in the 
subregion. 
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(13) The Task Force also ag~eed substantially with the mana~ement 
structure outlined by the Suva meeting, of having a joint 
management board as the policy-making body, an executive 
committee and a director to be responsible fpr the day-to-day 
operation of the SPPS. 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A 

SOUTH PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE 

- BY WHO -

PREAMBLE 

The Contracting Governments, 

ANNEX 9 

Desiring to combine for the more effective protection of the health of the 
people in the South Pacific subregion through a joint pharmaceutical 
service ensuring the availability of essential drugs everywhere in this 
subregion, 

Being aware of the economic advantages that are likely to accrue from a 
joint purchasing service capable of obtaining the best commercial terms, 
including possible bulk purchases of active substances for processing and 
packaging in the subregion, and joint warehouse facilities providing a more 
economic and efficient distribution of drugs (and other medical supplies), 

Aiming at quality assurance for the drugs purchased and used in the 
subregion, as well as a drug information service to receive, collate and 
disseminate information on drug utilization, drug toxicity, drug monitoring 
and withdrawals as an important measure for the protection of public health, 

Considering that the joint purchasing of drugs for the South Pacific 
subregion will constitute a concrete application of the principles of 
Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries which could serve as a 
stimulus for further subregional cooperation in the bulk purchase of other 
commodities, 

Hereby agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

Establishment, Aims and Functions 

1. A subregional joint service to be known as the South Pacific 
Pharmaceutical Service (hereinafter referred to as "SPPS") is hereby 
established. 

2. The SPPS shall assist the governments of Participating States in the 
provision of pharmaceutical services to their people (and in the 
procurement of other medical supplies), in particular through the 
establishment, if necessary by stages, and operation of any or all of the 
following joint services: 
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(a) the joint purchasing service, which aims at obtaining the required 
drugs on the best commercial terms; 

(b) one or several subregional warehouses to facilitate distribution 
of drugs; 

(c) a quality assurance programme for the drugs purchased and used by 
the Participating States; and 

(d) a drug information service, to receive, collate and disseminate 
information on drug utilization, drug toxicity, drug monitoring 
and withdrawals as an important measure for the protection of 
pub 1 ic heal th. 

ARTICLE II 

Legal Status, Structure and Seat 

1. The SPPS shall have the capacity of a legal person under international 
law to perform any acts appropriate to its purpose within the powers 
granted to it by this Memorandum of Agreement. It shall, in particular, 
have the capacity to conclude agreements, to enter into contracts, to 
acquire, hold, and dispose of immovable and movable property, to obtain and 
make loans and grants and to institute legal proceedings. 

2. The SPPS and its staff, as well as persons attending sessions of its 
organs in an official capacity, shall be granted in the territory of 
Participating States the immunities, privileges and facilities which may be 
required for the proper exercise of the functions conferred on them by this 
Memorandum of Agreement or by virtue of decision taken thereunder by the 
appropriate organs of the SPPS. The scope of privileges and immunlties of 
the SPPS, its property, funds and assets and its staff shall be determined, 
ul..ltatis mutandis, in accordance with the provisions of the Convention on 
Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies. 

3. The SPPS shall have its seat at The Joint 
Management Board shall be empowered to change the s.at of the SPPS. The 
Host State shall grant the SPPS privileges, immunities and facilities no 
less favourable than those provided for in the Convention between the 
French Republic and the South Pacific Commission ligned on 20 February 1953. 

4. The organs of the SPPS shall be: 

(a) The Joint Management Board (JMB) 

(b) The Executive Committee 

(c) The Pharmaceutical Services Organization, working under the 
control and responsibility of its Director. 
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ARTICLE III 

Participation 

1. Participation in the SPPS shall be open to all States of the South 
Pacific subregion and the States being responsible for the conduct of the 
international relations of any territory in this subregion. 

2. Such States may accede to participation by depositing an instrument of 
acceptance in accordance with Article XI.l of ·this Memorandum of Agreement. 
For the purposes of the present Memorandum of Agreement, the term "South 
Pacific subregion" shall be deemed to comprise: 

Cook Is lands 
Fiji 
Kiribati 
New Hebrides 
Nauru 
Niue 
Papua New Guinea 
Samoa 
Solomon Islands 
Tonga 
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 
Tuvalu 

3. After the coming into force of this Memorandum of Agreement, States 
situated in or being responsible for the conduct of the international 
relations of territories situated in the Western Pacific Region of the 
World Health Organization other than those enumer.ated in paragraph 2 above 
may accede to participation by Bubmitting an application for participation 
in accordance with Article XI.2 of this Memorandum of Agreement provided, 
however, that the acceasion to participation shall be decided upon by the 
JMB. 

ARTICLE IV 

Obligations of Participating States 

The Participating States of the SPPS shall cooperate in every way with 
a view to assiating the SPPS in achieving its objectives. They shall in 
part icular: 

(a) facilitate the collection, exchange and dissemination of 
information; 

(b) submit all available information and data that may be necessary 
for the operation of the service; 
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(c) make available training 'and research facilities and land, on such 
terms and conditions as may from ti.e to time be agreed with the 
appropriate organ of the SPPS; 

(d) make available national personnel on such conditions as may be 
agreed upon with the appropriate organ of the SPPS; 

(e) supply the SPPS with such samples of drugs (and other medical 
supplies) as required; 

(f) pay their shares in the Investment Fund and their contributions as 
assessed by the JMB and such special contributions as may be 
determined by the JMB or by mutual agreement for programmes or 
projects carried out in their territories, as well as all amounts 
due for purchases, and ensure accounting for any grants or loans 
received from, or through the good offices of, the SPPS; 

(g) accord such facilities, privileges and immunities as may be 
required under Article 11.2 and 11.3 of this Memorandum of 
Agreement. 

ARTICLE V 

Relationship with Cooperating States and Organizations 

1. The SPPS shall seek and maintain active cooperation with governments 
of States not parties to this Memorand~m of Agreement and with worldwide 
and regional intergovernmental organizations and nongovernmental 
organizations, as well as other institutions (hereinafter collectively 
referred to as "Cooperating States and OrganizatiohS"), which are desirous 
of assisting the SPPS or Participating States in pursuing the objectives 
laid down in Article I of this Memorandum of Agreement, in particular the 
South Pacific Bureau for Economic Co-operation (SPEC), the United Rations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and the World Health Organization (WHO). 

2. The SPPS may enter into arrangements with Cooperating States or 
Organizations, defining methods of cooperation in general or relating to 
individual activities or projects. 

3. Cooperating States and Organizations shall be invited to attend, in an 
observer capacity, sessions of the JMB and may be invited to limitarly 
attend sessions or meetings of other organs of the SPPS and ad hoc meetings 
convened by the SPPS. 

4. The JMB adopt rules or principles governing the relationship between 
the SPPS and Cooperating States and Organizations. 
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ARTICLE VI 

The Joint Management Board (JMB) 

1. The JMB shall be the policy making body of the SPPS. It shall be 
composed of one person each nominated by the Government of each of the 
Participating States. The persons so nominated should normally be the 
Ministers responsible for health matters or, in the case of territories not 
having. the full responsibility for the conduct of their international 
relations, the equivalent highest territorial officials in the field of 
health. 

2. Observer status shall be accorded to the Cooperating State~ and 
Organizations in conformity with the provisions of Article V above. 

3. The JM3 shall meet at least once in every two years. At the beginning 
of each reg~lar session, the JMB shall elect a chairman and two 
vice-chairJen and may also elect a rapporteur (hereinafter referred to as 
"Officers"), who shall serve until the election of Officers at the 
following regular session. Upon completion of their term, they shall be 
eligible for re-election. The aecretariat for JMB sessions shall be 
provided by the Director of SPPS and his staff. 

4. The JHB shall establish and review the policies, including the 
financing and operation, of the SPPS; should adopt the programme and budget 
for the next financial period; reach agreement with Cooperating States and 
Organizations; and recommend action to Government of Participating States. 

5. At the end of each session, the JMB shall adopt a report, which shall 
be circulated to all Participating States and to Cooperating States and 
Organizations. 

ARTICLE VII 

Execll.tive Couanittee 

1. I-1st Alternative: The Executive Committee shall consist of five 
persons elected by the JMB for a period of two years, it being understood 
that the term of office may be renewable~7 

12nd Alternative: The Executive Committee shall consist of one person 
nominated by each of the Participating States (normally a senior officer of 
the health administrationl/. 

2. The Executive Committee shall initially hold meetings every six 
months, later once a year if experience indicates that this is adequate. 

3. At the beginning of each session,. the Executive Committee shall elect 
a Chairman and a rapporteur. The secretariat shall be provided by the 
Director of the SPPS and his staff. 
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4. The Executive Committee shall be responsible for supervising the 
implementation of the policies laid down by the JMB. It shall, in 
particular, be responsible for supervising the establishment of the various 
branches of the SPPS, overseeing the operation of the ,SPPS, implementation 
of the policies of the JMB and preparation of documentation for policy 
decisions by the JMB, rak~ arrangements for adequate Tender Board functions 
to be carried out if this is required, regularly revise the South Pacific 
List of Essential Drugs, determine and later review the service charge 
rates from time to time; appoint the Director of the SPPS and the External 
Auditor. 

5. (a) At the end of each Session, the Executive Committee shall adopt a 
report, which shall be circulated to the JMB, all the members of the 
Executive Committee as well as Cooperating States and Organizations. 

(b) The reports of the Executive Committee shall reflect the views 
expressed during its deliberations, it being understood that in the event 
of differences of opinion on any given issue, such differences shall be 
recorded in the report. 

ARTICLE VII I 

Sessions of the JMB and of the Executive Committee 

1. The JMB and the Executive Committee shall normally determine at the 
end of each session the date for their next regular session. However, 
special sessions may be convened when necessary, after consultation by the 
Chairman of the body concerned with its members. 

2. The quorum for taking decisions shall be more than one-half ~f the 
membership of the body concerned. 

3. Each member shall have one vote. Decisions shall be taken by a 
~ajority of the members present and voting unless otherwise provided for in 
the present Memorandum of Agreement or in any Rules of Procedure which the 
JMB or the Executive Committee may adopt. 

4. Members and observers attending sessions of the JMB or the Executive 
Committee may be accompanied by alternates and advisers. 

5. Unless otherwise decided by the JMB in exceptional cases, the Director 
shall have the right to participate in the deliberations of the JMB and of 
the Executive Committee but shall not have the right to vote. 

6. As a rule, meetings of the JMB and of the Executive 
private unless the body concerned has decided otherwise. 
private meetings, the body concerned shall decide on the 
observers invited to attend the session concerned. 

Committee shall be 
In the event of 

admission of 
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7. The JMB and the Executive Committee may adopt and amend rules of 
procedure which shall be consistent with the provisions of the present 
Memorandum of Agreement. 

8. Travel expenses incur-oed by members in connexion with the meetings of 
the JMB (and the Execut1ve Committee) shall be borne by the Participating 
States concerned. (Travel expenses of members of the Executive Comaittee 
in connexion with their meetings shall be included in the budget of the 
SPPS. ) 

ARTICLE IX 

Pharmaceutical Services Organization 

1. The Pharmaceutical Services Organization shall be responsible for the 
day-to-day operation of services provided by the SPPS. At the head of this 
organizatior. there shall be a director to control and be responsible for 
the combined operations of the SPPS and to act as the executive officer for 
the JMB and the Executive Committee. 

2. The Director shall be elected by the Executive Committee on a 
full-time basis for a term of office of three years, on such terms and 
conditions as the Executive Committee may determine. Upon expiry of his 
term of office, he shall be eligible for re-election (for one further term 
of office). 

3. Nominations for the post of Director may be submitted by Governments 
of Participating States to the Chairman of the Executive Committee. In 
considering nominations submitted, the Executive Committee shall bear in 
mind the need for the special administrative and scientific or 
technological qualifications required for disch,rging the functions 
incumbent upon the Director. 

4. Under the authority of the JMB and the Executive Committee, the 
Director shall be responsible for discharging the following functions: 

(a) arranging for the convening of sessions of the JMB and the 
Executive Committee, and subsidiary bodies established by the JMB, 
and preparing and circulating the draft agenda and other documents 
for sessions of these bodies; 

(b) preparing the draft Programme and Budget of the SPPS with a view 
to their submission to the Executive Committee for con.ents and to 
the JMB for adoption; 

(c) carrying out the Programme as adopted by the JMB, in accordance 
with such directives as may be given by the JMB or the Executive 
Committee; 
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(d) collecting and receiving ,contributions and other amounts due from 
Participating States and from other sources and administering the 
property and assets of the SPPS; 

(e) keeping accounts and ensuring their timely submission to the 
External Audito~ and to the Executive Committee; 

(f) representing the SPPS in its relations with States and 
organizations and entering into contractual relations, on behalf 
of the SPPS, with any individuals, corporations and other bodies 
or entities as may be necessary for the purpose of executing the 
approved Programme of the SPPS within the limits of the Budget of 
the SPPS; 

(g) appointing, controlling, and terminating the appointment of the 
staff of the Pharmaceutical Services Organization, in accordance 
with the provision of such staff regulations aSIll8Y be adopted by 
the JMB; 

(h) carrying out such other duties as are provided for in the present 
Memorandum of Agreement or in the Rules of Procedure of the organs 
of the SPPS or as may be conferred on the Director by the JMB. 

5. The sta~f of the Pharmaceutical Services Organization shall be 
responsible for the exercise of their functions to the Director. They 
shall be appointed by him on as equitable a geographical basis as possible 
and in accordance with such rules and such conditions as the Executive 
Committee may determine. 

6. The Director and the staff of the Pharmaceutical Services Organization 
shall neither seek nor accept any instructions, remunerations, gifts or 
honours from any government or authority or from any source extern~l to the 
SPPS and shall refrain from any other action which might reflect on their 
position as international officials; this shall preclude the seconc.ent to 
the SPPS of staff by Governments or international organizations. 

7. Participating States undertake to respect the international character 
of the responsibilities of the Director and the staff of the Pharmaceutical 
Services Organization and not to seek to influence any of their nationals 
in the discharge of such responsibilities. 

ARTICLE X 

Costs and Financinl 

1. The capital and start-up costs of the SPPS, in particular for the 
joint purchasing service, the sub-regional warehouse(s), and the quality 
assurance laboratory, shall be funded from 

such international assistance as may be granted from outside 
sources, including any contributions from Cooperating States and 
Organizat ions, 
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the capital contributions of Participating States to be paid 

(i) at the time of the entry into force of this Memorandum of 
Agreement or of their accession to participation, whichever 
is the later., and 

(ii) thereafter, whenever the JCB decides by a two-thirds 
majority that an additional capital contribution is 
necessary for the completion, enlargement or financial 
otability of the SPPS. 

2. ~e estimates for the capital which shall determine the calculation of 
capital contributions of Participating States (after deduction of 
international assistance obtained) payable at the time of the entry into 
force of this Memorandum of Agreement and of the establishment of its 
various services, are .et out in Annex I hereto. Capital contributions 
that become psyable eubsequently from newly acceding Participating States 
shall be paid into a Working Capital Fund in which the Participating States 
having acceded before shall be given a credit corresponding to the 
percentage of their capital contributions. 

3. The percentages of the respective capital contributions of 
Participating States shall be fixed by decision of the JMB (to be adopted 
by a two-thirds majority and) taking into account 

(a) the respective population figures of Participating States. 

(b) the respective drug consumption figures of Participating States, 
and 

(c) the respective Gross National Product of Participating States. 

The percentages of the initial capital contributions from the States of the 
South Pacific Sub-region as defined in Article III.2 above shall b. as set 
out in Annex II hereto. Should any of the States listed not have become 
Participating States at the time of the entry into force of this Memorandum 
of Agreement, the shares to be born~ by the remaining Participating States 
shall be raised in correlation to the percentages listed. 

4. The budget representing the estimated recurrent expenditures during 
the financial period as approved by the JMB shall be covered by the 
earnings from a commission on all drug sales through the joint purchasing 
service, which shall initially be fixed at per cent. This percentage 
may be raised or lowered, in the light of the financial experience and . 
projections, by a decision of the JMB or by a two-thirds majority of the 
Executive Committee. The use of any surplus income shall be governed by 
the Financial Regulations. 
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5. The details of the financial administration of the SPPS shall be 
governed by the Financial Regulations to be adopted by the JMB. In the 
meantime the Financial Regulations of the World Health Organization shall 
be applied mutatis mutandis. 

ARTICLE XI 

Acceptance 

1. Acceptance of this Memorandum of Agreement by the Government of any 
State within the South Pacific sub-region shall be effected by the deposit 
of a formal instrument declaring that the Government accepts and will 
faithfully observe the obligations of the Memorandum of Agreement. The 
instrument of acceptance shall be deposited with the Government of the 
State in which the seat of the SPPS is eltablilhed (hereinafter referred to 
as "the Depos itary") and a certi fied copy of the instrument of acceptance 
shall be cransmitted by the Government of the accepting State to the 
Director. The instrument of acceptance shall take effect as from the date 
of deposit. 

2. After the coming into fo:ce of this Memorandum of Agreement, any State 
mentioned iT. Article III.3 above may submit an application for admission to 
participation to the Director who shall imeediately transmit copies thereof 
to all Participating States and place it on the agenda of the next session 
of the JMB. The application will contain the formal declaration provided 
for in paragraph 1 above. The decision of the JMB for admission to 
participation shall be taken by a majority of two-thirds of the Members 
present and voting and shall become effective on the date on which it is 
taken. The Director shall notify the Depositary of the effective date of 
acceptance and transmit to him the text of the application. 

3. Acceptance of this Memorandum of Agreement may not be made subject to 
any reservations. 

4. The Director shall inform the Governments of all Participating States 
and other States in the South Pacific subregion, as well as Cooperating 
States and Organizations. of any acceptances which have become effective in 
accordance with the provisions of this Article. 

ARTICLE XII 

Amendments 

1. Subject to the prOV1S10ns of this Article, this Memorandum of 
Agreement may be amended at any time after two years of its coming into 
force. 
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2. Proposals for amendments may be made by any Participating State of the 
SPPS. Proposals shall be addressed to the Chairman of the JHB through the 
Director not later than 120 days before the session of the JHB at which the 
proposal has to be considered. The Director shall immediately inform all 
Participating States and Ccoperating States and Organizations of any 
proposals for amendment~. 

3. Any amendment to this Memorandum of Agreement shall require (the 
unanimous approval) (approval and formal acceptance by two-thirds) of the 
members of the JMB. 

4. AT'<~ndments adopted shall take effect as from the date of their 
adoption. 

5. The Director shall inform all Participating States and Cooperating 
States and Organizations, aa well as the Depositary, of the entry into 
force of any amendment. 

ARTICLE XIII 

Withdrawal and Suspension 

1. Any P8~ticipating State may withdraw from the SPPS at any time after 
the expiration of one year from the date on which its acceptance took 
effect or from the date on which the Memorandum of Agreement entered into 
force, whichever is the later, by giving written notice of its withdrawal 
to the Chairman of the J~ through the Director. The Director shall 
forthwith inform all Participating States of the receipt of any notice of 
withdrawal and shall transmit to the Depositary the original or a certified 
copy of such notice. 

2. Withdrawal shall become effective one year from the date of receipt by 
the Director of the notification of withdrawal, it being understood that 
any Participating State withdrawing from the SP·PS shall remain liable for 
the fulfilment of its financial obl1gations to the SPPS, including the 
payment of assessed contributions in respect of the entire calendar year in 
which the notice of withdrawal takes effect. 

3. If a State persistently fails to meet its financial obligations 
towards the SPPS or fails to fulfill any other obligations under this 
Memorandum of Agreement, its participation may be suspended by decision of 
the JHB to be adopted in a secret vote by a majority of two-thirds of the 
members present and voting. The same majority shall be required for a 
decision to revoke the suspension of participation. 
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ARTICLE XIV 

Interpretation and Settlement of Disputes 

1. Any question or d~spute that may arise concerning the interpretation 
or application of any provision of this Memorandum of Agreement, which 
cannot be settled by the parties concerned, shall be submitted to the JMB. 

2. If the JMB cann~t reach a conclusion on the question in dispute or if 
the conclusion of the JMB is not accepted by the parties concerned, either 
party to the dispute may request that the matter be submitted to 
arbitration by an Arbitral Tribunal composed of three members Who ~hall be 
nominated as follows: 

(i) each party shall nominate one arbitrator; 

(ii) the third arbitrator, who shall be the President of the Arbitral 
Tribunal, shall be chosen by agreement between the arbitrators 
nominated by the parties. 

If the nomination of the members of the Arbitral Tribunal is not made 
within a period of three months from the date of the request for 
arbitratio •. , either of the parties to the dispute may request the Chairman 
of the JMB to make the necessary nominations, except that, in cases where 
the SPPS is a party to the dispute, the nomination shall be made by the 
Director-General of the World Health Organization. 

3. The decision of the Arbitral Tribunal shall be binding on the parties 
to the dispute. 

4. The provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3 of this' Article shall be without 
prejudice to the choice of any other mode of settlement that the parties 
concerned may jointly decide upon. 

ARTICLE XV 

Termination 

1. This Memorandum of Agreement is established for an unlimited period. 
It may be terminated by a unanimous decision of a Conference of 
Plenipotentiaries of Participating States. Termination of this Memorandum 
of Agreement shall entail the dissolution of the SPPS. 

2. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 6 below, this Memorandum of 
Agreement shall be considered to be terminated if the number of 
Participating States falls below five. 
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3. Termination shall take ef,fect one year from the date of the decision 
of the Conference of Plenipotentiaries made in pursuance of paragraph 1 of 
this Article or from the date of receipt of the notice of withdrawal 
bringing the number of Participating States below the number specified in 
paragraph 2 of this Artir.le. The JMB may decide to extend the 
aforementioned one year period by not more than one further year if such 
extension is considered desirable for the purpose of ensuring an orderly 
liquidation of the SPPS. 

4. The Director shall immediately inform all Participating States, 
Cooperating States and Organizations, members of the Executive Committee, 
and the Depositary, of the decision or notice of withdrawal, as the case 
may be, which resulted in the termination of this Memorandum of Agreement. 

5. The JMB shall take all measures necessary for the settlement of 
outstanding liabilitie8 of the SPPS, and the proportionate distribution 
among Participating States of its assets, except that installations, 
equipment and material owned by the SPPS Bhall, aB far as poBBible, 
continue to be used for the purposes for which they had originally been 
acquired. 

6. If, in the case of termination pursuant to paragraph 2 above, an 
instrument of acceptance or an application for admission to participation 
is received during the period referred to in paragraph 3 above, a 
Conference of Plenipotentiaries 8hall be convened with a view to 
determining whether the Memorandum of Agreement should remain in force. 

ARTICLE XVI 

Entry into Force 
Deposit and Registration 

1. This Memorandum of Agreement shall enter into force as 800n as five 
States of the South Pacific subregion shall have accepted it, in accordance 
with the provisions of Article XI.l above.' 

2. Upon its entry into force, this Memorandum of Agreement shall be 
registered with the Secretary-General of the United Nations in accordance 
with provisions of Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nation8. 

3. The original text of the present Memorandum of Agreement shall be 
deposited with the Depositary who shall transmit certified true copies 
thereof to the Governments of all States in the South Pacific subregion, 
and of any other States having participated at the Conference which adopted 
the Memorandum of Agreement and, upon request, to the Government of any 
States eligible for membership pursuant to Article 111.3. The Depositary 
shall notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, the 
Director-General of the World Health Organization and, subject to the 
provisions of Articles XI, XII and XIII, all Participating States, of any 
acceptance, amendments, and withdrawals. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the following representatives have signed this 
Memorandum of Agreement. 

FIJI 

(signed) 
(Name and title in print) 

FRANCE 

(for the Condominium of the New Hebrides) 

(signed) 
(Name and title in print) 

KIRIBATI 

(signed) 
(Name and title in print) 

NAURU 

(signed) 
(Name and title in print) 

NEW ZEALAND (for the Cook Islands and Niue) 

(signed) 
(Name and title in print) 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

(signed) 
(Name and title in print) 

SAMOA 

(signed) 
(Name and title in print) 

SOLOMON ISLANDS 

(signed) 
(Name and title in print) 

TONGA 

(signed) 
(Name and title 1n print) 



TUVALU 

(s igned) 

UNITED KINGDOM OF 
GREAT BRITAIN AND 
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(Name and title in print) 

NORTHERN IRELAND (for the Condominium of the New Hebrides) 

(signed) 

UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA 

(signed) 

(Name and title in print) 

(for the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands) 

(Name and title in print) 

Annex 9 

DONE at Manila this fifteenth day of November 1979 in a single copy in 
the English language. 
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DECLARATION OF INTENT ADOPTED AT THE CONFERENCE OF THE 
MINISTERS OF HEALTH 

OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC COUNTRIES/AREAS 
ON TECHNICAL COOPERATION IN PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLIES HELD IN MANILA 

FROM 12 to 15 NOVEMBER 1979 BY WHO 

We, the Ministers and other Members of Government responsible for 
health matters, 

REPRESENTING the Governments of the following States and Territories 
of the South Pacific Subregion: 

Cook Islands 
Fiji 
Kiribati 
New Hebrides 
Nauru 
Niue 
Papua New Guinea 
Samoa 
Solomon Islands 
Tonga 
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 
Tuvalu 

Desiring to combine for the more effective protection of the health of the 
people in the South Pacific subregion through a joint pharmaceutical 
service ensuring the availability of euential drugs everywhere in this 
subregion, 

Being aware of the economic advantages that are likely to accrue ~rom a 
joint purchasing service capable of obtaining the best commercial terms, 
including possible bulk purchalel of active lubltances for proce88ing and 
packaging in the subregion, and joint warehouse facilities providing a more 
economic and efficient distribution of drugs (and other medical supplie8), 

Aiming at quality assurance for tie drug8 purcha8ed and used in the 
sub-region, as well as a drug information service to receive, collate and 
disseminate information on drug utilization, drug toxicity, drug monitoring 
and withdrawals as an important measure for the protection of public health, 

Considering that the joint pu.chasing of drugs for the South Pacific 
subregion will constitute a concrete application of the principles of 
Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries which could serve as a 
stimulus for further subregional cooperation in the bulk purchase of other 
commodities, 
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Having examined the reports of 

(i) the WHO/SPEC Meeting on Technical Cooperation among South Pacific 
Countries/Areas in Pharmaceutical Supplies (Suva, Fiji, 4-8 
December 1978), 

( ii) 

(i i i) 

the WHO/SPEC Task Force on the Establishment of the South Pacific 
Pharmaceutical Service (22 June 1979), and 

the Working Group on Technical Cooperation in Pharmaceutical 
Supplies in the South Pacific (Auckland, New Zealand, 28-30 August 
1979), 

HAVE RESOLVED AS FOLLOWS: 

1. The creation of a joint pharmaceutical service for the South Pacific 
is the declared objective of the Governments represented at this meeting 
and should be achieved within the shortest possible time. 

2. The basic features of the role, objectives, membership, mode of 
operation and financial and operational aspects of the joint service 
outlined In the three reports mentioned above are approved in principle. 

3. WHO i, mandated to revise the draft Memorandum of Agreement (attached 
to the report of the Working Group meeting held in Auckland) in the light 
of the suggestions and discussiona of the present meeting of Health 
Ministers and to communicate it formally to all Governments concerned for 
their written comments and suggestions to be submitted within two months 
from the date of the communication, and to draw up a second revised draft 
In the light of such written comments and suggestions. 

4. A Conference of Plenipotentiaries of all Governments concerned shall 
be held from to at 
In order to adopt and sign the final text of a Memorandum of Agreement on 
the Establishment of the joint pharmaceutical service for the South Pacific. 

5. The contributions and support provided by Cooperating Governments and 
international organizations have been greatly appreciated by the 
Governments of the States and Territories directly concerned which look 
forward to a continuation of this cooperation. 
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SOUTH PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE (SPPS) 

Preamble 

The proposed SOUI:.1 i'acific Pharmaceutical Service (SPPS) is a most 
important undertaking, with obvious benefits to standards of health and 
human welfare throughout the region. It will require the close 
co-operation of all participating countries. 

In establishing a service of such basic importance, the physical 
location of its headquarters is a matter for close consideration. The 
choice of that location should reflect the needs of the service. It should 
also reflect the expressed desire of the countries of the region to see 
regional organizations and undertakings distributed throughout the region 
In a manner most equitable. 

In this context, the Western Samoan Government would like to propose 
that the service be located in Apia, for the following reasons: 

(a) Western Samoa is centrally located in the South Pacific region; 

(b) Sufficient land f~r the project is available free of rental at 
an excellent location in the industrial zone near Apia; 

(c) Port/wharf facilities are adequate, inexpensive and free of 
industrial problems; 

(d) Shipping services to Western Samoa are reasonably adequate and 
are improving even more with the siting of the Pacific Forum 
Line; 

(e) Western Samoa now has frequent and efficient air services 
connections to most countries in the region, including direct 
links to New Zealand, American Samoa, Fiji, Nauru, Tonga, Niue, 
Rarotonga and Tahiti. These air services can be used for 
purposes of ordering and distribution of pharmaceutical products; 

(0 Western Samoa has good telecommunic3tions facilities, which are 
adequate for the purposes of the SPPS; 

(g) Trained manpower would be recruited partly locally, partly from 
other participating countries; labourer" are availahlf> in 
sufficient supply and at low ~o8t; 

(h) For the Quality Control Laboratory, the following facilities and 
capabilities are, and will be, available on the USP-Alafua 
campus for collaborative work well before 1982, when the 
Pharmaceutical Service begins operations. 

1. Analytical and Diagnostic Laboratory for soil and foliar 
analyses. Professional staff include three senior scientists 
and seven laboratory technicians. 
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2. Food Processing and Nutrition Laboratory. Professional 
specialist staff include, two senior food technologists, one 
senior nutritionist, and five laboratory technicians. 

3. Phytopathologica 1 laboratory for work in entomology, plant 
pathology tad virology. Specialist staff comprise a plant 
pathologist, an entomologist, and four laboratory technicians. 

4. Veterinary Diagnostic laboratory. This laboratory is a small 
one to accommodate one or two laboratory technicians, 
undertaking support analytical service for a team of four 
professional veterinary officers. 

All of the above laboratory facilities are well equipped with modern 
apparatus and analytical equipment suited for each specialized field. In 
addition, the USP-Alafua also has scientists in the fields of agronomy (4) 
and livestock production (3) together with field laboratories and plant 
houses, and animal units for field trials. 

(i) for expatriate staff, Government accommodation will be made 
available at low rents. 

I I 

I I 
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DRAFT CONVENTION 

SOUTH PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICAL AGENCY 

The Parties to this Convention -

Desiring to improve the quality and extent of essential health care and 
disease control. 

Concerned about the rapid increase in the cost of health services in 
general and cost of drugs in particular. 

Convinced of the need for regional co-operation to ensure an adequate 
supply of drugs and other medical supplies of suitable quality at the 
lowest possible price. 

Desiring also to co-ordinate drug information and drug legislation within 
the South Pacific region. 

Having regard to Resolution WHA 31.32 of the World Health Assembly, 
May 1978, urging Member States to establish adequate drug procurement 
storage and distribution systems in order to make available drugs of 
adequate quality at reasonable prices, to the population. 

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS;-

ARTICLE I 

Agency 

1. There is hereby establ ished the South Paci fie Pharmaceutical Agency. 

2. The Agency shall consist of a Joint Management Board, an Executive 
Conunittee and a Joint Pharmaceutical Services Division. 

3. The seat of the Agency shall be at __________________________________ __ 

ARTICLE II 

Objects of Agency 

1. The principal objects of the Agency shall be to establish and operate -

(a) a JOint, bulk-purchasing service to meet the drug requirements of 
the Parties to this Convention; 
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a subregional warehouse or warehouses to facilitate the 
distribution of drugs; 

a quality assurance programme to assure the quality of 
pharmaceuticals purchased by the Agency and/or held by the 
Parties; 

a drug information service to receive, collate and disseminate 
information on drug utilization, drug toxicity, drug monitoring, 
withdrawals, drug legislation and drug management. 

2. The Agency shall perform such other functions as the Board may 
determine. 

ARTICLE III 

Membership 

1. The Governments of ......•........•..............••.•••.••............ , 
shall be entitled to membership of the Agency. 

2. Other ;overnments may be admitted to membership of the Agency in 
accordance with Article XIV. 

ARTICLE IV 

Joint Management Board 

1. The Joint Management Board shall be composed of one (1) representative 
of each of the Parties to this Convention. 

2. Observer/Consultative status shall be given to one (1) representative 
from each of the South Pacific Bureau for Economic Co-operation (SPEC), the 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) in accordance with such criteria as the Board may 
determine. 

3. The Board shall appoint a Chairman and a Vice-Chairman at its first 
and subsequent annual meetings. The Chairman or in his absence the 
Vice-Chairman shall preside at all meetings of the Board. In the absence 
from any meeting of both the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman the Board shall 
elect a representative to preside at the meeting from among the 
representatives present. 

4. The Board shall hold a regular meeting at least once every two (2) 
years. A special meeting shall be held at any time at the request of at 
least four (4) members. The Board shall endeavour to take decisions by 
consensus. 
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5. Where consensus is not possible each party shall have one (1) vote and 
decisions shall be taken by a two-thirds majority of the members present 
and voting. 

6. At any meeting of the Board 70% of the voting members shall constitute 
a quorum. 

7. The Board shall adopt such rules of procedure and other internal 
administrative regulations as it considers necessary. 

8. The Board may establish such subcommittees, including budget and 
technical subcommittees as it considers necessary. 

ARTICLE V 

Functions of Joint Management Board 

The functions of the Board shall be -

(a) to provide a forum for members to consult together on matters of 
co~mon concern in the field of drugs and medical supplies; 

(b) to provide detailed policy and administrative guidance to the 
Agency; 

(c) to agree upon and define the areas of priority ~n the work 
programme of the Executive Committee; 

(d) to approve the annual budget of the Agency; 

(e) to approve the annual report of the Director on the operations of 
the Agency and transmit such reports.to member Governments; 

(f) to lay down staff establishment and salary scales; 

(g) to direct and advise the Director in the general management of 
the Agency; 

(h) to make recommendations to Governments where appropriate, 
particularly in the field of drug legislation; 

(i) to reach agreements with participating Governments and other 
contributing bodies. 
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ARTICLE VI 

Executive Committee 

1. The Executive Committ~e shall be composed of one (1) representative of 
each of the Parties to this Convention. 

2. The Committee shall appoint a Chairman and a Vice-Chairman at its 
first and subsequent annual meetings. The Chairman, or in his absence, the 
Vice-Chairman shall preside at all meetings of the Committee. 

3. The Committee shall hold regular meetings at least once a year and 
shall hold such other meetings as in the opinion of the Chairman are 
necessary for the efficient conduct of its business. 

4. Each member of the Committee shall have one (1) vote. All matters 
shall be decided by a majority of the members present and voting. 

5. The person ?residing at a meeting of the Committee shall have a 
deliberative vote and in the event of an equality of votes, also a casting 
vote. 

6. At any Jeeting of the Committee 70% of the members shall constitute a 
quorum. 

7. The Committee shall establish its own rules of procedure. 

ARTICLE VII 

Functions of Executive Commirtee 

The functions of the Committee shall be -

(a) to supervise the establishment of the Agency and oversee its 
operation; 

(b) to implement the policies of the Board; 

(c) to prepare the documentation for policy decisions by the Board; 

(d) to arrange any necessary tendering procedures; 

(e) from time to time to review and revise the South Pacific list of 
essential drugs; 

(f) to determine and from time to time review service charge rates; 

(g) to perform such other functions as may be delegated to it by the 
Board; 

(h) to appoint the Director who shall be the chief executive officer 
and fix the terms and conditions of his employment. 
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ARTICLE VIII 

Joint Pharmaceutical Services Division 

The Joint Pharmaceutical Services Division of the Agency shall consist 
of a Director and such further staff as may be appointed by the Director in 
accordance with the establishment and salary scales laid down by the Board. 

ARTICLE IX 

Director 

1. The Director may appoint other staff in accordance with such terms and 
conditions as are determined by the Committee. 

2. The Director shall attend meetings of the Board and Committee. 

ARTICLE X 

Functions of the JPS Division 

1. The principal functions of the Division shall be: 

(a) to implement the general functions and policies of the Agency; 

(b) to manage and operate the Agency and its associated services and 
be responsible for the control, organi~ation, appointment and 
dismissal of employees of the Agency in accordance with the 
directions of the Committee; 

(c) to ensure that in appointing employees of the Agency and subject 
to the paramount importan~e of securing the highest standard of 
efficiency and technica~ competence to pay due regard to the 
recruitment of personnel on as equitable and geographical basis 
as possible; 

(d) to report to and advise the Committee on a regular basis upon sny 
matter concerning the Agency; 

(e) to establish an advisory service on drugs and act as a clearing 
house for information on drugs; 

(f) to establish means for the collection, dissemination and exchange 
of information on drugs; 
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to co-operate and co-ordinate its work with that of other 
international and regional organizations; 

to undertake such other activities as the Committee may from time 
to time consider necessary for attainment of the objects of the 
Agency. 

2. The Division shall service the meetings of the Board and Committee. 

ARTICLE XI 

Information 

Th~ Parties to this Convention shall provide the Agency with all such 
available and appropriate information as may be necessary for the operation 
of the Agency. 

ARTICLE XII 

Annual Report and Budget 

1. The Director shall submit to the Committee each year for approval: 

(a) an annual report on the activities of the Agency during the 
preceding year; 

(b) the duly audited annual accounts of the Agency for the p~eceding 
year; 

(c) a draft budget for the succeeding year. 

2. The approved report, accounts and budget shall be submitted to the 
Board. 

3. The budget shall be financed by contributions according to the shares 
set out in the Annex to this Convention. The Annex shall, subject to final 
approval by the Board, be subject to review from time to time by the 
Committee. 

4. The Committee shall adopt financial regulations for the administration 
of the finances of the Agency. Such regulations may authorize the Agency 
to accept contributions from private and public sources. 

5. Subject to clause 3 of this Article, all questions concerning the 
budget of the Agency, including contributions to the budget, shall be 
determined by the Committee. 
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6. In advance of the Committee's approval of the budget, the Agency shall 
be entitled to incur expenditure up to a limit not exceeding two-thirds of 
the preceding year's approved budgetary expenditure. 

ARTICLE XIII 

Legal Status, Privileges and Immunities 

1. The Agency shall have legal personality and in particular the capacity 
to contract, to acquire and dispose of movable and immovable property and 
to sue be sued. 

2. The Agency shall be exempt from taxes, other than such as represent 
charges for specific services rendered. It shall also be exempt from 
taxes, duties and other levies, other than charges for specific services 
rendered, on the importation of goods imported for its official use. 

3. The Agency shall be free of prohibition on importation or exportation 
of goods imported or exported for its official purposes use. 

ARTICLE XIV 

Signature, Accession, Entry Into Force 

1. This Convention shall be open for signature by the Government~ of 

1 n ..................... on ...... day 0 f .................. 1 q .•.. 

2. This Convention is subject to ratifications. 

3. This Convention shall enter into force between the Governments 
referred to in clause I of this Article one (1) month from the day on which 
instruments of ratification or accession have been deposited by the last of 
a minimum of seven (7) of those Governments. 

4. Other Governments, with the approval of the Board, may accede to this 
Conven t ion. 

5. The original of this Convention shall be deposited with the Government 
of ......................................... which shall transmit certified 
copips thereof to all Parties and shall register this Convention with the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations and the depositary Government shall 
also inform Parties of the entry into force of this Convention and shall 
notify Parties of the deposit of all instruments of ratification and 
acceSSIon. 
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6. For Governments subsequently ratifying or acceding, this Convention 
shall enter into force on the date of the deposit with the depositary 
Government of their respective instruments of ratification or accession and 
as from such date those Governments shall be deemed to be Parties for the 
purposes of th is Convent ion. 

7. Reservations to this Convention shall not be permitted. 

ARTICLE XV 

Withdrawal 

1. Any Party may withdraw from this Convention by giving written notice 
to the depositary Government and such withdrawal shall take effect one (1) 
year after receipt of such notice. 

2. The depositary Government shall immediately transmit to all Parties 
any notice of withdrawal which has been receive by it and the date from 
which any such withdrawal will become effective. 

ARTICLE XVI 

Amendment 

1. This Convention may be amended at any time by the unanimous agreement 
of all the Parties. The text of any amendment proposed by a Party shall be 
submitted to the depositary Government which shall transmit it to all 
Parties within one (1) month. 

2. If three (3) or more Parties request a meeting to discuss the proposed 
amendment, the depositary Government ahall call a meeting of the Board to 
be held within three (3) months of the date of such request. 

3. If all Parties agree to any proposed amendment, it shall be open to 
rat i fication. 

4. An amendment shall come into force when the depositary Government has 
received instruments of ratification in respect thereof from all Parti~s. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto by their 
respective Governments, have signed this Convention. 

OPE N for signature •...••.••••........ this •..... day of ..•....... 19 ••. 

For •...................•.....• , etc. 

ANNEX 

The following are the shares to be contributed by Parties to the 
Convention towards the budget of the Agency in accordance with 
Article X~I(3): 

1/30 
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